Corrections to the 2020 Printed Deer, Elk, Antelope Regulations

- HDs 213 and 214 were missing the NOTE: Boundary Change information.
- HD 211 was previously named Upper Rock Creek it should have been named Upper Rock Creek-Georgetown Lake to better reflect the new boundary.
- HD 214 was previously named Mill Creek-Georgetown Lake, it should have been called Mill Creek-Storm Lake to better reflect the new boundary.
- HD 343, the 396-00 Elk Permit was listed as valid for Spike Bull or Antlerless it is actually valid for Brow-tined Bull or Antlerless.
- HD 410, 410-02 Elk B License the opportunity specific details said: “Only valid south of Crooked Creek (Sacagawea River). Not valid on CMR Refuge. Successful 410-02 license holders may use General Elk License to harvest 2nd antlerless elk in HD 410.” The opportunity specific details should have said “Only valid south of Crooked Creek (Sacagawea River). Not valid on CMR Refuge. Successful 410-02 license holders may use General Elk License to harvest 2nd antlerless elk in the same area where the 410-02 is valid.”